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2 OOLLEUE LIIPE. 
Revision of the College Courses. 
A committee of the Faculty, consisting of Profs. 
Myers, Wayland, and Flory, met at the College re­
cently by appointment of President Yount to revise 
the conrses of study. The object of this revision was 
primarily to modernize the courses and to bring them 
into full conformity with the requirements of the best 
colleges and universities of the present day. 
To do this it was not found necessary to strengthen 
the conrses materially, but chiefly to recast the work. 
In the preparatory course the greatest change made, 
perhaps, is the extension of Latin to three years' work 
instead of two, as it had been formerly. This does 
not increase the amoL 'lt of Latin taught, but simply 
throws it forward one year in the courses, putting 
three years of Latin in the preparatory and two years 
in the College course. 
In English and Mathematics the requirements are 
changed but slightly. One year's work in a modern 
language is required and Greek is dropped from the 
preparatory course. 
In recommending these changes the committee has 
gone in advance of the other colleges of the State and 
of the South, where the requirements are from one to 
two years of snb-freshman Latin. The standard 
taken by the committee is that of the College Associ­
ation in the Middle States and Maryland, to whose 
standard the college entrance requirements _of 
Bridgewater College nuw conform in every important 
particular. 
The College or classical cou'rse, it is believed, is 
thoroughly up 1o date. It has been made more flexi­
ble than the old course by offering electives. In the 
Sophomore and Junior years one elective, and in the 
Senior year two electives are allowed. One modern 
language is made a requirement, and Greek is wholly 
elective. 
Another change is made by dropping several sub­
jects which were formerly offered for one or two terms, 
and by lengthening others, so that nearly all the sub­
jects now offered comprise at least one's year's work. 
The course is not lengthened or made more difficult, 
but is stronger, we believe, than ever before, because 
the work is more concentrated, and is fully abreast of 
the latest ideals in educational advancement. 
The English-Scirntific course is changed more than 
the Classical. While this is still a four years' course, 
the entrance requirements are somewhat higher than 
in the former course. And it is the sense of the com­
mittee that entrance examinations shall be required 
in all courses of those stL1dents who do not take their 
preparatory course here or are not admitted on ap­
proved certificates, 
It was the purpose of the committee to make this 
course strong in English and the Sciehces, and it is 
believed that in these subjects it is fulfy up to the 
most modern ideals. l\fathematics, Latin, and a 
modern language are the other required subjects. 
This course leads to the degree of B. E. and the 
work is so graded that the B. A. degree can be ob­
tained in two years after its completion. In these 
last two years electives are allowed. The full college 
degree can now be obtained at Bridgewater by several 
very different courses of study. It is believed that 
the changes made wjll commend themselves to every 
student, alumnus, and friend of the College. 
The committee felt a hesitancy in making changes 
in a 2nrricul um that has led to such splendid results. 
A course of study that leads to a degree which is 
accepted by the University of Virginia as equivalent 
to her o,vn is not to be changed whimsically. Con­
sequently all the changes offered were made with 
the utmost care. But we feel that our college conrses 
are now better co-ordinated with those of onr great 
State University than ever before, and that now better 
than ever is the College able to make its contribution 
to the cause of higher education. in the State and in 
the nation. 
iii iii iii 
Co-Education. 
President Entler of Columbia has recently summed 
up the situation in regard to co-edncation as follows : 
The co-education discussion is a dead issue. The 
American people have settled the matter. The fifteen 
millions of children in the elementary schools are all 
(substantially) being co-educated. Of the public sec­
ondary schools in 1897-'98, thirty-four were for boys, 
twenty-nine for girls only, and 5,252 were co-educa­
tional. Of the private secondary schools, r,125 were 
co-educational, 327 were for boys only, and 538 were 
for girls only. The latter figures mean that in the 
East and Sonth many of the well-to-do prefer separate 
edncation during the secondary school period, chiefly 
for social reasons. Of the colleges in 1878, 70 per 
cent.-or, omitting the Roman Catholic institutions, 
80 per cent.-were co-educationai. From 1890 to 1898 
the number of men in co-educational colleges inc::reas­
ed 70 per cent., while in separate colleges for men the 
number increased only 34.7 per cent. \Vhy discuss 
the matter further ?-Atlantic Educational Journal.
iii iii iii 
Although Columbia University is worth over '$,20,-
000,000, one of her alumni recently gave the institu­
tion '$600,000 to build a new dormitory for young 
men. \:Vho'Il give Bridgewater College $5,000 for the 
same purpose ? 
COLLEGE LlF E. 
Ottr New, .Course for Shorthand and Type­
writing Students. 
Every student knows he does his work a great deal 
more carefully and intelligently, and with a more 
sustained interest, if it is distributed before him in 
the form of a well graded course. We give below, 
what seems to our experience, a course that will be 
of gre<1t value to the student of Shorthand and Type­
writing. It must be remembered that to such stu­
dents Shorthand and Typewriting are the final factors 
of a process that has been gradual and for years-a 
process that began first with Orthography and Writ­
ing and other means of collecting English words-and 
it cannot pretend to be claimed that the course we 
here outline is, in our judgment, adequate to the 
demands of all kinds of Shorthand writing. 
Indeed the student ought to have had a course of 
Ancient and Modern History extending over several 
years. He ought to have had one or two years of 
rhetorical studies and as many in Engfo,h Literature. 
Then, too, he ought to have kn9wn something of 
Mathematics-well up in Higher Algebra, Geometry, 
Analytical Geometry and Surveying,-and it is easy 
to see of what practical advantages long courses in 
Physics, Chemistry, Botany and Zoology must be to 
him, for we cannot to often remind ourselves, that 
especially in some branches of his work, and for 
instance, court reporting, the Shorthand writer is 
expected to grasp and report facts from the four 
corners of the earth, and a broad and liberal educa­
tion must necessarily go far toward making Shorthand 
a success in these higher, and of course at the same 
time more lucrative, days of the study. 
Our course, while not presuming this amount of 
depth and roundness on the part of the student when 
he takes it up, still we constantly suggest to him his 
need of preparation of the right kind, and. at the 
same time keep his energy and conrage in the most 
happy and hopeful tnne to attain them. \Ve believe 
the student will find this course to be well graded, 
and that each sncceeding study comes in logical 
order. 
SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING COURSE. 
Fall Ternz.-Shorthand, Typewriting, Grammar 
and Composition, and Correspondence. 
T,Vinter 'Ternz.--Shorthand, Typewriting 1 Grammar, 
Commercial Law, and Penmanship. 
Spring 'Term.-Shorthand, Typewriting, Grammar, 
Office Practice, Operating Letter Press, Carbon Work, 
Mimeograph, both Typewriting and Longhand, and 
practice in the careful keeping of Letter Files. 
Our Bible Term for 1904. 
Among the interesting features of our College 
Year, is the constantly increasing attendance at our 
two weeks mid-winter Bible Term. Fully apprecia­
ting this fact, on the part of our friends and patrons, 
we desire that the Bible Term for 1904 shall be an 
especially good one. This Term is expected to begin 
Monday, January 18th, and close Friday, January 
29th. We trust that our friends are already begin­
ning to prepare to be with us, and, as far as possible, 
be with us the whole of the two weeks, for although 
one week is very valuable, where more time can be 
taken it is easy to see that two weeks are very short 
on work of this kind. 
It is expected that the series of sermons, to be de­
livered each evening during the Bible Term, will be 
given by Eld. I. D. Parker, of Indiana, a preacher of 
large experiei1ce. We are expecting especially good 
things from him. He will also conduct several lines 
of Bible Stndy during the mornings and afternoons. 
Several other persons will probably introduce one or 
two other lines of Bible Study. The full program is 
not ready to be announced yet, but we can be assured 
of earnest lines of thought and investigation that 
cannot help but send us back to our congregations, 
Bible classes, and homes with a larger wish to do 
God's service more gladly. This, too, will remind 
us that it is not too soon even now to ask the presence 
of the Holy Spirit in the organization and develop­
ment of this work. 
It is not difficult for us to see how valnable it 
must be for a large number of experienced Christians 
who thus come together to compare thoughts and 
methods of work, to the large mutual b�nefit of all. 
Numbers have freely given their testimony as to the 
great value of this work, and we are anxions that it 
shall take this place permanently among the number 
of standard good things for our people in our 
College. 
iii \Ii lli 
Our New Library. 
One of the best, and perhaps most beautiful room 
in onr new building, is to be devoted entirely to the 
Library and Reading Room. This room is forty-two 
and a half by twenty-seven and a half feet, with a 
high story. There are no iron posts or columns, and 
when the shelving is done, and the books have taken 
their places, together with the portraits, etc., we be­
lieve ours will be among the handsomest Libraries in 
this part of the State. The orderly presence of so 
many orderly volumes mnst be a constant encourage­
ment and inspiration to the stndent. 
2 OOLLEUE LIIPE. 
Revision of the College Courses. 
A committee of the Faculty, consisting of Profs. 
Myers, Wayland, and Flory, met at the College re­
cently by appointment of President Yount to revise 
the courses of study. The object of this revision was 
primarily to modernize the courses and to bring them 
into full conformity with the requirements of the best 
colleges and universities of the present day. 
'l'o do this it was not found necessary to strengthen 
the courses materially, but chiefly to recast the work. 
In the preparatory course the greatest change made, 
perhaps, is the extension of Latin to three years' work 
instead of two, as it had been formerly. This does 
not increase the amoL ·1t of Latin taught, but simply 
throws it forward one year in the courses, putting 
three years of Latin in the preparatory and two years 
in the College course. 
In English and Mathematics the requirements are 
changed but slightly. One year's work in a modern 
language is required and Greek is dropped from the 
preparatory course. 
In recommending these changes the committee has 
gone in advance of the other colleges of the State and 
of the South, where the requirements are from one to 
tvvo years of sub-freshman Latin. The standard 
taken by the committee is that of the College Associ­
ation in the Middle States and Maryland, to whose 
standard the college entrance requirements _of 
Bridgewater College now conform in every important 
particular. 
The College or classical cott'rse, it is believed, is 
thoroughly up 1o date. It has been made more flexi­
ble than the old course by offering electives. In the 
Sophomore and Junior years one elective, and in the 
Senior year two electives are allowed. One modern 
language is made a requirement, and Greek is wholly 
elective. 
Another change is made by dropping several sub­
jects which were formerly offered for one or two terms, 
and by lengthening others, so that nearly all the sub­
jects now offered comprise at least one's year's work. 
The course is not lengthened or made more difficult, 
but is stronger, we believe, than ever before, because 
the work is more concentrated, and is fully abreast of 
the latest ideals in educational advancement. 
The English-Scirntific course is changed more than 
the Classical. While this is still a four years' course, 
the entrance reqnirements are somewhat higher than 
in the former course. And it is the sense oJ the com­
mittee that entrance examinations shall be required 
in all courses of those students who do not take their 
preparatory course here or are not admitted on ap­
proved certificates, 
It was the purpose of the committee to make this 
course strong in English and the Scie1;ces, and it is 
believed that in these subjects it is fully up to the 
most modern ideals. l\fathematics, Latin, and a 
modern language are the other required subjects. 
This course leads to the degree of B. E. and the 
work is so graded that the B. A. degree can be ob­
tained in two years after its completion. In these 
last two years electives are allowed. The full college 
degree can now be obtained at Bridgewater by several 
very different courses of study. It is believed that 
the changes made wjll commend themselves to every 
student, alumnus, and friend of the College. 
The committee felt a hesitancy in making changes 
in a 2urricul um that has led to such splendid results. 
A course of study that leads to a degree which is 
accepted by the University of Virginia as equivalent 
to her own is not to be changed whimsically. Con­
sequently all the changes offered were made with 
the utmost care. But we feel that our college courses 
are now better co-ordinated with those of our great 
State University than ever before, and that now better 
than ever is the College able to make its contribution 
to the cause of higher education. in the State and in 
the nation. 
iii iii iii 
Co-Education. 
President Butler of Columbia has recently summed 
up the situation in regard to co-education as follows : 
The co-education discussion is a dead issue. The 
American people have settled the matter. The fifteen 
millions of children in the elementary schools are all 
(substantially) being co-educated. Of the pnblic sec­
ondary schools in 1897-'98, thirty-four were for boys, 
twenty-nine for girls only, and 5,252 ,vere co-educa­
tional. Of the private secondary schools, r, r 2 5 were 
co-educational, 327 were for boys only, and 538 were 
for girls only. The latter figures mean that in the 
East and South many of the well-to-do prefer separate 
education during the secondary school period, chiefly 
for social reasons. Of the colleges in 1878, 70 per 
cent.-or, omitting the Roman Catholic institutions, 
80 per cent.-were co-educational.. From 1890 to 1898 
the number of men in co-educational colleges in�reas­
ed 70 per cent., while in separate colleges for men the 
number increased ollly 34.7 per ·cent. \Vhy discuss 
the matter further ?-Atlantic Educational Journal.
iii iii iii 
Although Columbia University is worth over $20,-
000,000, one of her alumni recently gave the institu­
tion $600,000 to build a nevv dormitory for young 
men. \Vho'11 give Bridgewater College $s,ooo for the 
same purpose ? 
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Our New .. Course for Shorthand and Type­
writing Students. 
Every student knows he does his work a great deal 
more carefully and intelligently, and with a more 
sustained interest, if it is distributed before him in 
the form of a well graded course. We give below, 
what seems to our experience, a course that will be 
of great value to the student of Shorthand and Type­
writing. It must be remembered that to such stu­
dents Shorthand and Typewriting are the final factors 
of a process that has been gradual and for years-a 
process that began first with Orthography and Writ­
ing and other means of collecting English words-and 
it cannot pretend to be claimed that the course we 
here outline is, in our judgment, adequate to the 
demands of all kinds of Shorthand writing. 
Indeed the student ought to have had a course of 
Ancient and Modern History extending over several 
years. He ought to have had one or two years of 
rhetorical studies and as many in Engfo;h Literature. 
Then, too, he ought to have known something of 
Mathematics-well up in Higher Algebra, Geometry, 
Analytical Geometry and Surveying,-and it is easy 
to see of what practical advantages long courses in 
Physics, Chemistry, Botany and Zoology must be to 
him, for we cannot to often remind ourselves, that 
especially in some branches of his work, and for 
instance, court reporting, the Shorthand writer is 
expected to grasp and report facts from the four 
corners of the earth, and a broad and liberal educa­
tion must necessarily go far toward making Shorthand 
a success in these higher, and of course at the same 
time more lucrative, days of the study. 
Our course, while not presuming this amount of 
depth and roundness on the part of the student when 
he takes it up, still we constantly suggest to him his 
need of preparation of the right kind, and at the 
same time keep his energy and courage in the most 
happy and hopeful tnne to attain them. Vie believe 
the student will find this course to be well graded, 
and that each succeeding stndy comes in logical 
order. 
SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING COURSE. 
Fall Term.-Shorthand, Typewriting, Grammar 
and Composition, and Correspondence. 
Winter Term.--Shorthand, Typewriting, Grammar, 
Commercial Law, and Penmanship. 
Spring Term.-Shorthand, Typewriting, Grammar, 
Office Practice, Operating Letter Press, Carbon Work, 
Mimeograph, both Typewriting and Longhand, an<l 
practice in the careful keeping of Letter Files. 
Our Bible Term for r904. 
Among the interesting features of our College 
Year, is the constantly increasing attendance at our 
two weeks mid-winter Bible Term. Fully apprecia­
ting this fact, on the part of onr friends and patrons, 
we desire that the Bible Term for 1904 shall be an 
especially good one. This Tenn is expected to begin 
Monday, Jannary r8th, and close Friday, January 
29th. We trust that our friends are already begin­
ning to prepare to be with us, and, as far as possible, 
be with us the whole of the two weeks, for although 
one week is very valuable, where more time can be 
taken it is easy to see that two weeks are very short 
on work of this kind. 
It is expected that the series of sermons, to be de­
livered each evening during the Bible Term, will be 
given by Eld. I. D. Parker, of Indiana, a preacher of 
large experiei1ce. We are expecting especially good 
things from him. He will also conduct several lines 
of Bible Study during the mornings and afternoons. 
Several other persons will probably introduce one or 
two other lines of Bible Study. The full program is 
not ready to be announced yet, but we can be assured 
of earnest lines of thought and investigation that 
cannot help but send us back to our congregations, 
Bible classes, and homes with a larger wish to do 
God's service more gladly. This, too, will remind 
us that it is not too soon even now to ask the presence 
of the Holy Spirit in the organization and develop­
ment of this work. 
It is not difficult for us to see how valnable it 
must be for a large number of experienced Christians 
who thus come together to compare thoughts and 
methods of work, to the large mutual benefit of all. 
Numbers have freely given their testimo�y as to the 
great value of this work, and we are anxious that it 
shall take this place permanently among the number 
of standard good things for our people in our 
College. 
iii \Ii iii 
Our New Library. 
One of the best, and perhaps most beautiful room 
in our new building, is to be devoted entirely to the 
Library and Reading Room. This room is forty-two 
and a half by twenty-seven and a half feet, with a 
high story. There are no iron posts or columns, and 
when the shelving is done, and the books have taken 
their places, together with the portraits, etc., we be­
lieve ours will be among the handsomest Libraries in 
this part of the State. The orderly presence of so 
many orderly volumes must be a constant encourage­
ment and inspiration to the student. 
4 OOLLE(UJJ LIFE. 
COLLEGE LIFE. 
Publz'shed quarterly, for the uplift of College Life in 
Literature, Music, etc., by Brz'dgewater College. 
EDI T O RS: 
W. B. YOUNT, Managing Editor. 
JOHN S. FLORY, I Literary Department.J. W. WAYLAND,) 
E.T. JiILDEBRAND, I Music Department.J. D. BRUNK, 5 
SUBSCRIPTION, 20 CENTS PER ANNUM. 
(Entered at the Post Office at Bridgewater, as Second Class Matter.) 
Editorial Notes. 
Mr. J. D. Wine, of Moore's Store, Shenandoah 
county, has lost nothing of his former enthusiasm for 
the success of the College and does not forget to 
direct his friends to it as an exceedingly good place 
to secure very satisfactory results. 
Messrs. H. M. Strickler and W. M. Painter have 
been engaged in business in Pittsburg, Pa., most of 
vacation. They have been quite successful. Both 
expect to be with us next session. 
Messrs. W. H. Sanger, C. D. Sanger, W. H. Cline, 
F. L. Pope, W. A. My�rs, F. J. Wampler, B. F.
Shaffer, F. C. Kaetzel, and Prof. W. T. Myers have
been spending part of vacation in the minor coal
regions of Western Pennsylvania. They, with Prof.
John C. Myers, recently visited Niagara Ealls. Sev­
eral of these gentlemen are members of the sei:iior
class, Classical Course, next session.
Mrs. and Prof. Newton D. Cool, together with 
Master Raymond, of Winchester, Va., made a pleas­
ant call at the College not long since. For several 
years Prof. Cool has been Assistant Principal of the 
schools of Winchester, where the reliable character of 
his work and his genial manner have made him 
deservedly popular. Prof. Cool at no time loses 
sight of the best interests of B. C. and lets slip no 
opportunity to direct stud_ents to her for advanced 
work. 
iii \Ii \Ii 
Our missionaries, Miss Effie Showalter and Mr. I. 
S. Long, of the classes of '98 and '99, respectively,
paid the College a brief visit recently. Both are much
pleased with our New Building, and are deeply inter­
ested in all the work of their alma mater.
'l'hey, with eight other missioi1aries, all of the 
Breathren church, expect to sail from New York for 
Bombay, India, about the 15th of October. All of 
these young missionaries, as well as all those of ours 
already in the foreign field, are representatives of the 
colleges of our denomination. It is gratifying to 
know that upon these Christian students our Mission­
ary and Tract Committee and Annual Meeting-the 
highest councils of our church-have, under the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit, as we reverently trust, 
placed the highest and most responsible duties within 
the church province, namely, that of humbly, truth­
fully representing her and her great and growing 
work in foreign lands. 
iii ill iii 
Is It Really True? 
Thus some of us who have been working and pray­
ing here for about a dozen-years ask ourselves. In 
day-time we walk about it and upon it, and assist 
where duty directs. At night we peer up through 
the trees in the moonlight, and still hardly convince 
ourselves that every day brick, stone, mortar, timber, 
and so forth, are shaping themselves into one of the 
neatest, best and most modern college buildings to be 
found in Virginia. 
True, the subscriptioM have come pretty hard and 
heavy upon some of us, but we believe the Lord has 
made it easier than we expected and will still show us 
the way to erect other needed buildings in time, and 
so endow and equip the College that for genuine, 
practical usefulness it shall be second to none. 
iii iii iii 
An Appreciated Donation. 
Two very interesting donations have recently been 
made to the College by Mr. Walter N. Cox, proprie­
tor of the Bridgewater Marble Works. These are the 
lettering of two nice slabs of Indiana limestone for 
the new College building. Both are plainly and 
handsomely executed, Mr. Cox being recognized as 
one of the most skillful stone and marble cutters in the 
Shenandoah Valley. 
Mr. Cox was a student of the College about a dozen 
years ago, and his alma mater appreciates sincerely 
these beautiful and artistic donations by her gifted 
alumnus. 
These nicely lettered stone slabs have been placed 
in the upper front of the tower of the new building 
and can be easily read from College street. 
\Ii iii iii 
"I have made my money by hard work and l'm 
going to invest every dollar of it in brains.'' 
DR. D. H. PEARSON$. 
UOLLEGE LIFE. 5 
Music Departn7ept 
With Tune and Song. 
I love the tune and happy song 
You whistle or sing the whole day long; 
It comes from out a bubbling heart, 
And cheers my life o'er a lonely part. 
No matter if clouds are in the sky, 
Or wildly the clouds go sweeping by, 
Your tune and song comes just as true 
As tints of summer skies in blue. 
I hear them when the dawn grows red, 
At noon when the sun burns high o'er head, 
At eve when the west is all a-gleam, 
Then oft they echo in a dream. 
It matters not how hard the way, 
It matters not how long the day, 
Your bubbling heart keeps up the flow 
Of music sweet wherever you go. 
And when all things are upside down, 
And smiles give way to darkest frown, 
I think of you-your song-your thrill­
Then battle on with strengthened will. 
I hope each one I daily m,eet 
On busy line, in crowded street, 
Just tries to cheer his friend along, 
As you do me, with tune aml song. 
-Ed. E. ,':,'hensg-reen.
m ui iii 
What Is Technic? 
There is a growing demand upon teachers to gi,·e 
their pupils solid and trne training in what vve call 
technic. It is certainly a very important thing to be 
taught, both to instrumental and vocal stndents. 
This is a just claim wide-awake pupils are making, 
and every instructor should avail himself of methods 
based upon true technical principles. We sometimes 
see pupils attempt master compositions which they 
cannot interpret, but we still more frequently see 
persons attempt things they cannot properly execnte. 
It is true that without proper execution it is im­
possible to m�.ke others feel the music one is endeavor­
ing to perform. This shows us two distinct elements 
to be studied that one may become either a singer or 
a player, 
The one, I choose to call the technical element, and 
the other, the element of interpretation or the mnsical 
or the artistic. 
Then what is Technic? In the modern acceptation 
of the term in music it means simply the power to 
express one's tho11ght through the voice in singing or 
through the chosen instrument. It may become plain 
by taking this view. We play or sing by muscular 
action. Now the proper training of those acting 
muscles is correct technical training or, in other 
words, complete control of all these muscles is 
technic. 
Is it necessary to teacli technic? You can never 
play or sing without it. How is it that some sing or 
play well who have never studied at all? Easily 
enough. There are two types of technic,-natural 
and acquired. Every one has some natural technic ; 
some more, some less. None become eminently great 
without training. No one who has very little natural 
technic becomes great. It is the proper, full develop­
ment of the natural powers that makes one successful 
in any line of art. He who applies correct technical 
habits, with true interpretation, is he who sings or 
plays as only a master can sing or play. Those who 
possess a large degree of natural technical power in 
connection with a rich musical nature and disposition 
are those who could succeed as musicians, and are• 
under obligations to develop those talents to the 
highest degree possible. B. 
\!i "iii iii 
Notes and Personals. 
Fall Term opens on Tuesday. September rst. Re­
meruber the date. 
Prof. J. D. Brunk has taught several Classes in 
West Virginia, and reports good work. He has 
now gone for a trip in Maryland and Pennsylvania. 
Mr. E. T. Hildebrand returned from his normal 
work in Louisiana on the 30th of July. He left 011 
August 7th for Rosedale, W. Va., where he will hold 
another ro-days' Musical Institute. 
Mr. B. F. Wampler, a former student of the Col­
lege and a director of music at North Manchester 
College last year, expects to enter the Music Depart­
ment for the entire year. 
il.i iii t!i 
Gems. 
The love of music seems to exist for its own sake.­
Spencer. 
The winds and the waves are always on the side of 
the ablest navigators.-Cibbon. 
When you are playing never trouble yourself about 
who is listening.-Schman. 
Music makes a glad remembrance of our youth, 
calls back past joys, and warms us into transport.­
Rowe. 
All musical people seem to be happy. It is the 
engrossing pursuit,-almost the only innocent and 
unpunished passion.-Smith. 
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Editorial Notes. 
Mr. J. D. Wine, of Moore's Store, Shenandoah 
county, has lost nothing of his former enthusiasm for 
the success of the College and does not forget to 
direct his friends to it as an exceedingly good place 
to secure very satisfactory results. 
Messrs. H. M. Strickler and W. M. Painter have 
been engaged in business in Pittsburg, Pa., most of 
vacation. They have been quite successful. Both 
expect to be with us next session. 
Messrs. W. H. Sanger, C. D. Sanger, W. H. Cline, 
F. L. Pope, W. A. Myers, F. J. Wampler, B. F.
Shaffer, F. C. Kaetzel, and Prof. W. T. Myers have
been spending part of vacation in the minor coal
regions of Western Pennsylvania. They, with Prof.
John C. Myers, recently visited Niagara Ealls. Sev­
eral of these gentlemen are members of the senior
class, Classical Course, next session.
Mrs. and Prof. Newton D. Cool, together with 
Master Raymond, of Winchester, Va., made a pleas­
ant call at the College not long since. For several 
years Prof. Cool has been Assistant Principal of the 
schools of Winchester, where the reliable character of 
his work and his genial manner have made him 
deservedly popular. Prof. Cool at no time loses 
sight of the best interests of B. C. and lets slip no 
opportunity to direct students to her for advanced 
work. 
,Ii \Ii ,Ii 
Our missionaries, Miss Effie Showalter and Mr. I. 
S. Long, of the classes of '98 and '99, respectively,
paid the College a brief visit recently. Both are much
pleased with our New Building, and are deeply inter­
ested in all the work of their alma mater.
They, with eight other missionaries, all of the 
Breathren church, expect to sail from New York for 
Bombay, India, about the 15th of October. All of 
these young missionaries, as ,,vell as all those of ours 
already in the foreign field, are representatives of the 
colleges of our denomination. It is gratifying to 
know that upon these Christian students our Mission­
ary and Tract Committee and Annual Meeting-the 
highest councils of our church-have, under the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit, as we reverently trust, 
placed the highest and most responsible duties within 
the church province, namely, that of humbly, truth­
fully representing her and her great and growing 
work in foreign lands. 
Is It Really True? 
Thus some of us who have been working and pray­
ing here for about a dozen years ask ourselves. In 
day-time we walk about it and upon it, and assist 
where duty directs. At night vve peer up through 
the trees in the moonlight, and still hardly convince 
ourselves that every day brick, stone, mortar, timber, 
and so forth, are shaping themselves into one of the 
neatest, best and most modern college buildings to be 
found in Virginia. 
True, the subscriptions have come pretty hard and 
heavy upon some of us, but we believe the Lord has 
made it easier than we expected and will still show us 
the way to erect other needed buildings in time, and 
so endow and equip the College that for gennine, 
practical usefulness it shall be second to none. 
iii iii \Ii 
An Appreciated Donation. 
Two very interesting donations have recently been 
made to the College by Mr. Walter N. Cox, proprie­
tor of the Bridgewater Marble Works. These are the 
lettering of two nice slabs of Indiana limestone for 
the new College building. Both are plainly and 
handsomely executed, Mr. Cox being recognized as 
one of the most skillful stone and marble cutters in the 
Shenandoah Valley. 
Mr. Cox was a student of the College about a dozen 
years ago, and his alma mater appreciates sincerely 
these beautiful and artistic donations by her gifted 
alumnus. 
These nicely lettered stone slabs have been placed 
in the upper front of the tower of the new building 
and can be easily read from College street. 
iii iii iii 
"I have made my money by hard work and l'm 
going to invest every dollar of it in brains." 
DR. D. H. PEARSON$. 
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Vvith Tune and Song. 
I love the tune and happy song 
You whistle or sing the whole day long; 
It comes from out a bubbling heart, 
And cheers my life o'er a lonely part. 
No matter if clouds are in the sky, 
Or wildly the clouds go sweeping by, 
Your tune ancl song comes just as true 
As tints of summer skies in blue. 
I hear them when the cla·wn grows red, 
At noon when the sun burns high o'er head, 
At eve when the west is all a-gleam, 
1'hen oft they echo in a dream. 
It matters not how harcl the way, 
It matters not how long the clay, 
Your bubbling heart keeps up the flow 
Of music sweet wherever you go. 
Auel when all things are upside dovin, 
And smiles give way to darkest frown, 
I think of you-your song-your thrill­
Then battle on with strengthened will. 
I hope each one I daily m.eet 
On busy line, in crowded street, 
Just tries to cheer his friend along, 
As you do me, with tune and song. 
-Eil. E. Shc:;sgTeen.
i!i iii iii 
,vhat Is Technic? 
There is a growing demand upon teachers to gi,-e 
their pupils solid and true training in ·what we call 
technic. It is certainly a very important thing to be 
taught, both to instrumental and vocal students. 
This is a just claim wide-awake pupils are making, 
and every instructor should avail himself of methods 
based upon true technical principles. \Ve sometimes 
see pupils attempt master compositions which they 
cannot interpret, but we still more frequently see 
persons attempt things they cannot properly execute. 
It is trne that without proper execution it is im­
possible to 1118.ke others feel the music one is endeavor­
ing to perform. This shows us t-vvc distinct elements 
to be studied that one may become either a singer or 
a player. 
The one, I choose to call the technical element, and 
the other, the element of interpretation or the mnsical 
or the artistic. 
Then what is 'l'echnic? In the modern acceptation 
of the term in music it means simply the power to 
express one's thought through the voice in siuging or 
through the chosen instrument. It may become plain 
by taking this view. \Ve play or sing by mnscular 
action. Now the proper training of those acting 
muscles is correct technical training or, in other 
words, complete control of all these muscles is 
technic. 
Is it necessary to teach technic? You can never 
play or sing without it. How is it that some sing or 
play well who have never studied at all? Easily 
enongh. There are two types of technic,-natural 
and acquired. Every one has some natural technic; 
some more, some less. None become eminently great 
without training. No one who has very little natural 
teclmic becomes great. It is the proper, full develop­
ment of the natural powers that makes one successful 
in any line of art. He who applies correct technical 
habits, with true interpretation, is he who sings or 
plays as only a master can sing or play. Those who 
possess a large degree of natural technical power in 
connection with a rich musical nature and disposition 
are those who could succeed as musicians, and are" 
under obligations to develop those talents to the 
highest degree possible. B. 
iii i,i iii 
Notes and Personals. 
Fall Term opens on Tuesday. September 1st. Re­
member the date. 
Prof. J. D. Brunk h2,s taught several Classes in 
\,Vest Virginia, and reports good work. He has 
now gone for a trip in Maryland and Pennsylvania. 
Nr . E. T. Hildebrand returned from his normal 
work in Louisiana 011 the 30th of July. He left on 
August 7th for Rosedale, W. Va., where he will hold 
another ro-days' Musical Institute. 
Mr. B. F. \Varnpler, a former student of the Col­
lege and a director of music at North Manchester 
College last year, expects to enter the Music Depart­
ment for the entire year. 
Gems, 
The love of music seems to exist for its own sake.­
Spencer 
The winds and the waves are always on the side of 
the ablest navigators.-Cibbon. 
When you are playing never trouble yourself about 
vvho is listening.-Schnzan. 
JVI:usic makes a glad remembrance of our youth, 
calls back past joys, and warms us into transport.­
Rowe. 
All musical people seem to be happy. It is the 
eugrossing pnrsnit,-almost the only innocent and 
nnpnnished passion.-Smitk 
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Voice Lesson.-Number Four. 
vV e have had several exercises in Lessons Two and 
Three to secure freedom of the tongue. Up to the 
present lesson we have stated no other use of these 
exercises for the tongue than to get independent 
action between the tongue, jaw and larynx. There is 
another very important result to be gained from these 
exercises which I will mention now. The initial 
tone is prod_uced in the larynx. It is nothing but a 
mere vocal twang. In itself it is not beautiful even 
at its best. It is made beautiful only by reinforced 
tone, sentiment. And yet this initial tone is the tone 
from which the rich, resonant singing tone is formed, 
and we depend on the kind of initial tone very much 
for a good quality of voice. 
vVhen this tone is pinched, narrow, hollow, or 
squeezed, there can be no hope for good reinforced 
tone. Now then we come more directly to the point. 
What makes a pinched, narrow tone? vVeight on 
the larynx. This weight comes to bear on the larynx 
from three directions: from above, below and from 
the sides. 
The weight that comes from above comes from a 
stiff and stubborn tongue. The rear ·of the tongue is 
just over the larynx and roots downward into and 
around it. This explanation brings another use to 
light, then, for the tongue exercises. We come now 
to consider the ·weight that comes on the larynx from 
below. It originates from a stiff, unwieldly dia­
phragm and untrained breathing muscles. An un­
trained diaphragm is to the voice what an unskilled 
hand is in the machinery of a lady's watch-awk­
ward. 
The following exercise is the only way to train 
limpness and mobility into the diaphragm: 
ExERCISE 7 .-Drop jaw loosely and pant as 1 apidly 
as possible, faking and exhaling tlze small bits of breath 
through the nzoufh. While doing this exercise notice 
that you do not hold the diaphragm or muscles of the 
waist rigid. Let everything about the waist be limp, 
and try to direct all the action to the shaking of the 
diaphragm. Place hands on sides and on the soft 
part of the waist in front and notice the slight panting. 
Let the breath be in quite small puffs. After it can 
be done easily with open mouth, close the mouth and 
pant through the nose. There are some people who 
cannot pant. Should such persons try this exercise 
they will have to begin by breathing rapidly at first, 
only taking and exhaling the. breath in small quanti­
ties. 
If Exercise 2 has been practiced there should be 
fair control of the breathing muscles. Do Exercise 2 
until you can go through the alphabet twice and 
three times with one breath. Also sing the scale 
with light voice ascending and descending five times 
with one breath. Practice all the exercises 
thoroughly. E. T. H. 
['l'O BE CONTINUED.] 
\Ii \Ii di 
Explanations. 
\Ve receive many letters asking, "How long will 
it take to complete the Music Teachers' Course.'' 
This question can be approximately answered only, 
as it depends largely upon how far the student is 
already advanced and how progressive he is in his 
studies. The course is outlined for two years, full 
work, (see Catalogue) but very few complete it in 
that time. Should one be able to perform fairly well 
on organ or piano, and with enough theory and skill 
in reading well in the second and third grades, and 
has a knowledg-e of the Major, Minor and Se enth 
chords, with the willingness to study hard, such a 
one could finish the course in a year. 
The same may be said about the other five courses 
offered in music. What one already knows and how 
one applies himself in his studies will largely deter­
mine his terms or sessions of study in completing a 
course. There are some students who al ways put 
off their best efforts until tomorrow or "for a more 
convenient season." .Such students should remind 
themselves of the following unmerciful proverb: 
''Now is the time to act-yesterday belongs to 
dreamers-tomorrow to fools." H. 
\Ii \Ii \Ii 
A new and remunerative source of income for musi­
cians has been opened up since the invention of that 
wonderful instrument known as the phonograph. New 
record of songs, solos, orchestra and balld composi­
tions are constantly in demand and it consequently 
necessitates the engaging of instrumentalists and 
singers to execute the numbers before the so-called 
receivers. It is estimated that twenty-five hundred 
concert records and twenty-five thousand small house­
hold records are turned out every day at the Edison 
factory in Orange. This will give a faint idea of the 
number of performances necessary for their produc­
tion especially when considering that two or three 
performances of a piece are sometimes required before 
it is transferred satisfactorily in every respect. As 
far as known, band and orchestral players are engaged 
for this kind of playing- by the hour and as the trans­
ferring of new and popular music, in addition to the 
old and classic compositions, is a practically limitless 
one, this new field for musicians promises to become 
a sort of '' endless chain '' affair. 
COLLEGE LIFE. 7 
The Largest Educational Institution in the 
State. 
The largest educational institution in the State of 
Virginia is the Hampden Normal and Industrial In­
stitute, located two miles from Old Point Comfort. It 
was started under the auspices of the American Iviis­
sionary Association in r 868 with Gen. S. C. Armstrong. 
as chief. The school is open to Negroes and Indians. 
In 1902 there were eig-h ty instructors and I, 079 
students, of whom I ro were Indians. The school bas 
in all 55 buildings, including dormitories, recitation 
halls, church, gymnasium, a hospital, and a library 
containing more than r r ,_ooo volumes. The institute 
has an endowment fund of , roo,ooo, and aside from 
this an income of over $150,000 from other s0L1rces. 
Her alumni number r,roo, about 60 ·per cent. of 
whom are teachers. The most illustrious graduate of 
the school is Booker T. Washington, who has built 
up a similar and larg-er institution at Tu:3kegee, Ala. 
The entire equipment of the institute has been ma.de 
possible by the voluntary contributions of generous­
hearted people in yarions parts of the conn try. 
An education is not intended to enable a man to 
make a living without work. \Vith an education of 
the right sort there comes more. work and greater 
responsibilities. Neither is it intended for the in­
dividual alone, but for mankind. The highest aim in 
education is to train the individual to be of greater 
use to his fellow men. The man who educates himself 
from a selfish motive is as much a miser a,; he who 
holds to himself money. 
i.l) \Ii iei 
The best way to give to the poor is to give them an 
opportunity to help thernseh·es. 
OUR WAY. 
It is easy to make an Organ 
Good-on paper-all Organs 
are good in this way, 
It is nlso an easy matter 
to make a good Organ now 
and then for special purro­
ses, but it is another thing 
to make every OrgilD a mas­
terpiece of perfection. 
THIS IS OUR WAY, 
and we prove it with ernry 
Organ we send out. 
Seo and Lear our Organs, 
and let us prove it to you. 
Let us send you our 
Cata.loguo. 
MILLER ORGAN CO. 
LEBANON, PA. 
Come to See US When in Need of---
Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Clothing, Trunks, 
Carpet, China, Hardware, &c., &c. 
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f115CELLANEOUS BOOKS AND THE PUBLIC, 
SCHOOL BOOKS. 
INDUCEMENTS: 
FAlR. PRICES AND A LARGE AND CAREFULLY 
SELECTED STOCK OF GOODS. 
Robson. 
Fruits, Tobaccos and Cigars. 
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Voice Lesson.-Nmnber Four. 
vVe have had several exercises in Lessons Two and Three to secure freedom of the tongue. Up to the present lesson we have stated no other use of these exercises for the tongue than to get independent action betweei1 the tongue, jaw and larynx. There is another very important result to be gained from these exercises ,vhich I will mention now. The initial tone is prod_uced in the larynx. It is nothing but a mere vocal twang. In itself it is not beautiful even at its best. It is made beautiful only by reinforced tone, sentiment. And yet this initial tone is the tone from which the rich, resonant singing tone is formed, and we depend on the kind of initial tone very much for a good quality of voice. When this tone is pinched, narrow, hollow, or squeezed, there can be no hope for good reinforced tone. Now then we come more directly to the point. What makes a pinched, narrow tone? Weight on the larynx. This weight comes to bear on the larynx from three directions: from above, below and from the sides. The weight that comes from above comes from a stiff and stubborn tongue. The rear of the tongue is just over the larynx and roots downward into and around it. This explanation brings another use to light, then, for the tongue exercises. We come now to consider the weight that comes on the larynx from below. It originates from a stiff, nnwieldly dia­phragm and untrained breathing muscles. An un­trained diaphragm is to the voice what an unskilled hand is in the machinery of a lady's watch-awk­ward. The following exercise is the only way to train limpness and mobility into the diaphragm 
ExERCISE 7 .-Drop jaw loosely and pant as 1 apidly
as possible, taking and exlza!ing tlze small bits o.f breath 
tlzrough the mouilz. VJhile doing this exercise notice that you do not hold the diaphragm or muscles of the waist rigid. Let everything about the waist be limp, and try to direct all the action to the shaking of the diaphragm. Place hands on sides and on the soft part of the waist in front and notice the slight panting. Let the breath be in quite small puffs. After it can be done easily with open month, close the mouth and pant through the nose. There are some people who cannot pant. Should such persons try this exercise they will have to begin by breathing rapidly at first, only taking and exhaling the. breath in small quanti­ties. If Exercise 2 has been practiced there should be fair control of the breathing muscles. Do Exercise 2 until you can go through the alphabet twice and 
three times with one breath. Also sing the scale with light voice ascending and descending five times with one breath. Practice all the exercises thoroughly. E. T. H. ['1'0 BE CONTINUED.] 
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Explanations. 
\Ve receive many letters asking, "How long will it take to complete the Music Teachers' Course.'' This question can be approximately answered only, as it depends largely upon how far the student is already advanced and how progressive he is in his studies. The course is outlined for two years, full work, (see Catalogue) but very few complete it in that time. Should one be able to perform fairly well on organ or piano, and with enough theory and skill in reading well in the second and third grades, and has a knowledge of the Major, Minor and Se enth chords, with the willingness to study hard, such a one could finish the course in a year. The same may be said about the other five courses offered in music. What one already knows and how one applies himself in his studies will largely deter­mine his terms or sessions of study in completing a course. There are some students who always put off their best efforts until tomorrow or "for a more convenient season." .Such students should remind themselves of the following unmerciful proverb: ''Now is the time to act-yesterday belongs to dreamers-tomorrow to fools." H. 
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A new and remunerative source of income for musi­cians has been opened up since the invention of that wonderful instrument kno,vn as the phonograph. New record of songs, solos, orchestra and band composi­tions are constantly in demand and it consequently necessitates the engaging of instrumentalists and singers to execute the numbers before the so-called receivers. It is estimated that twenty-five hundred concert records and twenty-five thousand small house­hold records are turned· out every day at the Edison factory in Orange. This will give a faint idea of the number of performances necessary for their produc­tion especially when considering that two or three performances of a piece are sometimes required before it is transferred satisfactorily in every respect. As far as known, band and orchestral players are engaged for this kind of playing by the hour and as the trans­ferring of new and popular music, in addition to the old and classic compositions, is a practically limitless one, this new field for musicians promises to become a sort of" endless chain" affair. 
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The Largest Educational Institution in the State, 
The largest educational institution in the State of Virginia is the Hampden Normal and Industrial In­stitute, located two miles from Old Point Comfort. It was started under the auspices of the American Iviis­sionary Association in 1868 with Gen. S. C. Armstrong. as chief. The school is open to Negroes and Indians. In 1902 there were eighty instructors and r,079 students, of whom r ro were Indians. 1'he school has in all 55 buildings, including dormitories, recitation halls, church, gymnasium, a hospital, and a library containing more than r r ,.ooo volumes. The institute has an endmvment fond of $r, roo,ooo, and aside fromthis an income of over $150,000 from other sources. Her alumni number r,roo, about 60 per cent. of whom are teachers. 1'he most illustrious graduate of the school is Booker 1'. \Vashington, who has built up a similar and larger institution at Tuskegee, Ala. The entire equipment of the institute has been ma.de possible by the voluntary contributions of generous­hearted people in yarious parts of the country. 
An education is not intended to enable a man to make a living without work. \Vith an education of the right sort there comes more. work and greater responsibilities. Neither is it intended for the inc diviclnal alone, but for mankind. The highest aim in education is to train the individual to be of greater use to his fellow men. The man who educates himself from a selfish motive is as much a miser a,, he who holds to himseJf money. 
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The best way to give to the poor is to give them an opportunity to help themselves. 
OUR WAY. 
It is easy to make an Organ Good-on paper-all Organs are good in this way. It is c1lso an easy matter to make c1 good Organ now m1d then for specic1l puq,o­ses, but it is another thingto make every Organ a mc1s­terpiece of perfection. 
THIS IS OUR WAY, and we prove it with every Organ we send out. Sec and bea,r our ()rg011r, and let us prove it to you. Let tis send you our Cntaloguo. 
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In an article in a recent number of Education, \Vil­
liam B. Aspenwall states that in Prussia in order to 
obtain a secondary teacher's certificate the candidate 
must have graduated at a recognized secondary school; 
must have spent at least three years at university (cor­
responding to our post-graduate work); must hav'e 
specialized in one subject and studied one or two a11ied 
subjects; pmst have studied religion, philosophy, and 
pedagogy; must have spent one year in a pedagogical 
seminary in the study of the theory and practice of 
education; and must have taught successfully at least 
one year in a recognized school under expert super­
vision. Of course, there are examinations to be passed 
at different stages of the preparation. 
In the death of Mrs. Jos. Spitzer, which occurred 
on the morning of August 19, the College feels the 
weight ?f a personal loss. Her illness was of brief 
duration. She was an enthusiastic supporter of the 
institution, especially the Bible Department, of which 
she expected great results. She is among the first 
contributors toward an endowment fond for the sup­
port of Bible instruction in the College. To the family 
we extend onr heart-felt sympathies. 
In the Southern states there are two hundred and 
twelve counties in which one-fifth or more of the 
native white males of voting age (twenty-one years 
old and over) are illiterate ; in all other states of the 
Union only five. In two states, North Carolina and 
· Louisiana, nearly half the counties are in this class.
In fifty-one of the Southern counties the illiteracy in
this class is 30 per cent or more. Of these, 3 are in
Virginia, 3 in North Carolina, 9 in Kentucky, 18 in
Louisiana, and 18 in Texas. In any of these counties
foe balance of power is in the hands of the illiterate
voters, and illiteracy is king. Under such conditions
democratic government must be in great danger. Its
form may remain, but its substance can hardly exist
longer. If it does continue to exist, it can only be to
illustrate the truth of the fact that it is woe unto any
country when the ignorant man and the evil bear rule
in it.-Atlantic Educational Journal.
iii iii \Ii 
The heating plant is the problem now confronting 
us. vVe are hoping for a speedy solution. You can 
help us if you will. Winter is coming and our new 
building must have heat. 
D. is. THO/V\AS H .. A. W. COX, 
JTI E MAVii i c 1 E'S EmOalrn�r �nll Fnnml Ilir��l�r.
ALSO DEALER IN 
H .i\. Ri\l !e'�� M l'f!i;,,d.Jlv, 
Whips and Robes. 
BR!OGEWATER, - VA. 
.... BEST MODERN EO.UIPJV\ENT .... 
LICENSED BY THE 
State Board of Examiners. 
(PHONE.) 
BRIDGEW /\ TER, VIRGIN!/\. 
»lfJ10f{:l\��• 
Tf{E SIPE & H�EY CO. 
tl 1 11GH1.AN� Genercal Niet1Gbants 
CAL[. \\' e Crt ny a Large and Varied Stock of Stationery and 
Scl:ool Supplies, Men's Furnishings, Shoes, Hats, 
Trni1 l,.,, Vafo-:cs ancl Telescopes, Dry Goods and Notions, 
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Change in English Literature. 
The revision of the College cottrses that went into 
effect at the opening of the present session made 
some important changes in the work in English lite­
rature. The work now covers one entire year in the 
Sub-Freshman, English, and English-Scientific 
courses. A� before an attempt is made to cover the 
entire history of English literature, but certain of 
the more important writers receive greater emphasis. 
This is secured by a careful study of several repre­
sentative works of the most famous English writers. 
The books chosen for reading are the same as those 
which most American universities and colleges ·have 
agreed to require for entrance to their halls, and in­
clude such books as Shakspere 's '' Juli us Caesar '' an cl 
Milton's " Minor Poems,'' Macaulay's "Essays," and 
Burke's " Speech on Conciliation with America." 
These works are studied carefnlly, and give a firm 
basis for a real appreciation of goo.d literature. 
iii iii \Ii 
German Classes . 
Since last session our outlined courses of study, 
and especially the course leading to the Bachelor of 
Arts clegree, have been considerably changed. One 
of the new requirments is German. Strange to say, 
in the past years of the College, there have been few 
classes in German here; and in those rare cases the 
classes were very small. 
A large percentage of our students are of German 
descent and it has always been so. It woulcl seem 
natural that German would be one of the chief studies 
here. It seems that this excellent language was not 
neglected because it was not liked, but because Latin 
and Greek were required in the courses. This year 
there are two classes in German; in all fifteen are 
studying the subject, and the interest manifested in­
dicates that the classes will soon be larger. 
The German language is one rich in literature, 
science and mathematics and no student who makes 
any sort of pretense to scholarship can afford to neg­
lect this language. Some of the finest epics, lyrics 
and dramas in the world are written originally in the 
German. The best up-to-elate scientific treatises are 
in German, and it is very necessary for the advanced 
student to read these in the original; for some are 
not translated, and many poorly translated. 
And then too, this language is a livipg language, 
spoken by a most powerful and progressive people. 
We ought to know something about it. The Ger­
mans are a sturdy people, always learning something 
new, and always at work trying to find out new 
truths. They are a little tedious at times maybe, but 
their own patience is always bringing theni sure 
rewards. By learning their language we will learn to 
know a most interesting people, and after all, we will 
merely be· making the acquaintance of our own 
kinsmen. J. C. M. 
The Educated Man in Business. 
In a recent lecture, Hamilton W. Mabie said: 
" This is the age of the trained man ancl the trained 
woman. I want to say to you that education is just 
as necessary for success in business as it is for success 
in the professions or in the arts." 
The young man of today who would command suc­
cessfully the opportunities of business must prepare 
hi�self especially therefor. And if he is not willing 
to serve in any position, no.matter how humble, or 
how nearly manual labor the work, he is headed in the 
wrong direction, and had better seek some other 
occupation. 
The other day I read the story of a university 
graduate, himself the son of a college president, who 
applied to a great wholesale house for employment. 
Having nothing better, they offered him a place in 
the stock-room. For the work, which was carrying 
heavy bales of goods, and placing them on shelves 
_ under the proper classifications, he was to receive 
only four dollars a week. Any intelligent laboring 
man could have done the work equally as well. The 
man accepted the position, and did the work so 
well that he was soon promoted to more responsible 
ancl remunerative positions. 
This is a practical illustration of the fact, that no 
school, however long and complete its courses, ·can 
equip a man to step dght out of school into the 
highest departments of business. But the school can 
do something; it can so broaden and develop his 
powers th:i.t he may easily excel the one who has not 
